A multi-expert approach for developing testing and diagnostic systems based on the concept-effect model
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A B S T R A C T

With the popularization of computer and communication technologies, researchers have attempted to develop computer-assisted testing and diagnostic systems to help students improve their learning performance on the Internet. In developing a diagnostic system for detecting students’ learning problems, it is difficult for individual teachers to address the exact relationships between the test items and the concepts. To cope with this problem, this study proposes an innovative approach to eliciting and integrating the weightings of test item-concept relationships from multiple experts. Based on the proposed approach, a testing and diagnostic system has been implemented; moreover, an experiment was conducted to evaluate the performance of our approach. By analyzing the results from four groups of students using learning suggestions provided by different models, it was found that the learning performance of the students who received learning suggestions by applying the innovative approach was significantly better than for those who received guidance based on the original model.

© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Background and motivation

With the popularization of computers and communication technologies, information as well as instructional activities has been located on the Internet. Notable examples include the development of computer-assisted tutoring and testing systems (Chiou, Hwang, & Tseng, 2009; Hooper, 1992; Hwang, Cheng, Chu, Tseng, & Hwang, 2007; Hwang, Chu, Yin, & Lin, 2008; Hwang, Yang, Tsai, & Yang, 2009; Lee, Lee, & Leu, 2009; Plessis, Biljon, Tolmie, & Wollinger, 1995; Springer & Pear, 2008; Tsai & Chou, 2002; Tseng, Chu, Hwang, & Tsai, 2008). Specifically, during the tutoring process, online evaluation becomes an important form of learning feedback to provide the learning status of each student, and tests are mostly used as a way to gain this knowledge (Gronlund, 2003; Hwang et al., 2007; Tsai & Chou, 2002). In the past decades, researchers have shown the equivalence of paper-based and computer-based tests in terms of testing quality, implying that the development of computer-based testing systems and relevant techniques are worthwhile (Chiou et al., 2009; Hwang, 2003b; Hwang, Chu, et al., 2008)."
2. The concept-effect relationship (CER) model

Hwang (2003a) proposed the CER model to represent the prerequisite relationships among concepts that need to be learned in a dedicated order. Such a model has been referred to by several researchers in developing testing and diagnostic mechanisms or systems for improving the learning performance of students. Moreover, various applications have revealed the effectiveness of the CER model. For example, Jong, Chan, and Wu (2007) developed a learning behavior diagnosis system which was applied to a computer course of a university and yielded positive experimental results for both learning status and learning achievement. In the meantime, Tseng et al. (2007) employed the CER model to provide learning guidance for individual students in the physics course of a junior high school. Furthermore, Hwang, Tseng, et al. (2008) reported the effectiveness of the CER model in improving the learning achievements of students in a Mathematics course of an elementary school.

In the CER model, the diagnosis of student learning problems mainly depends on the prerequisite relationships between the concepts to be learned. Consider two concepts to be learned, say \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \). If \( C_1 \) is a prerequisite to efficiently performing the more complex and higher level concept \( C_2 \), then a concept-effect relationship \( C_1 \rightarrow C_2 \) is said to exist. For example, to learn the concept “subtraction of positive integer,” one may first need to learn “addition of positive integer”, while learning “division of positive integer” may require first learning “subtraction of positive integer” and “multiplication of positive integer”. Fig. 1 presents an illustrative example of the concept-effect relationships, which are important in diagnosing student learning problems. For example, if a student fails to answer most of the test items concerning “division of positive integer” due to a lack of understanding of the questions posed or because of carelessness, the problem is likely because the student has not thoroughly learned “division of positive integer” or its prerequisite concepts (such as “subtraction of positive integer” or “multiplication of positive integer”). Therefore, teachers could identify the learning problems of students by tracing the concept-effect relationships (Cheng et al., 2005; Hwang, 2003a; Hwang, Tseng, et al., 2008).

In the CER model, all of the possible learning paths will be taken into consideration to find the poorly-learned paths. In the illustrative example given in Fig. 1, there are two learning paths for the subject unit:

- PATH1: \( C_1 \rightarrow C_2 \rightarrow C_3 \rightarrow C_5 \)
- PATH2: \( C_1 \rightarrow C_2 \rightarrow C_4 \rightarrow C_5 \)

To provide learning suggestions to individual students, the error ratio (ER) for each student to answer the test items related to each concept needs to be analyzed; therefore, it is necessary to establish a Test Item Relationship Table (TIRT), which represents the degree of association between test item \( Q_i \) and concept \( C_k \) (Hwang, 2003a). An illustrative example of a TIRT comprising ten concepts and twelve test items is listed in Table 1, where the TIRT \( (Q_i, C_k) \) is a value ranging from 0 to 1; “1” represents “high relevance” and “0” represents “no
The error ratio for a student for concept \( C_i \) is then calculated by dividing the sum of TIRT \( Q_i, C_k \) values of the test items that the student failed to correctly answer by that of all of the test items.

Assuming that the error ratios (ER) for a student to answer the test items concerning \( C_1, C_2, C_3, C_4, \) and \( C_5 \) are 0.0, 0.25, 0.35, 0.2, and 0.6 respectively, we have

\[
\text{PATH1 : } C_1(0.0) \rightarrow C_2(0.25) \rightarrow C_3(0.35) \rightarrow C_5(0.6) \text{ and}
\]
\[
\text{PATH2 : } C_1(0.0) \rightarrow C_2(0.25) \rightarrow C_4(0.2) \rightarrow C_5(0.6) \]

A threshold \( \theta \) is used to determine the acceptable error ratio. If \( ER(C_i) \leq \theta \), the student is said to have learned concept \( C_i \); otherwise, the student has failed to learn the concept, and it is selected as a node of the poorly-learned path. Assuming that the teacher has defined \( \theta \) to be 0.3, the poorly-learned paths are as follows:

\[
\text{PATH1 : } C_3(0.35) \rightarrow C_5(0.6) \text{ and}
\]
\[
\text{PATH2 : } C_5(0.6)
\]

Therefore, the learning problems of the student could be a misunderstanding of concepts \( C_3 \) and \( C_5 \); moreover, the student should learn \( C_3 \) before learning \( C_5 \).

Although several studies on CER-oriented models have demonstrated their benefits in providing learning advice to individual students, previous experiences of practical applications have also revealed some problems and difficulties of applying such models (Hwang et al., 2007; Hwang, Tseng, et al., 2008; Jong et al., 2004). For most science or mathematics courses, the prerequisite relationship (which is either 0 or 1) between concepts might be obvious; however, the precise relationships (which is a value ranging from 0 to 1) are difficult to determine. In the existing model, such relationships are determined based on the subjective opinions of individual teachers; therefore, different or even conflicting weightings might be given. Those inaccurate or controversial weightings might significantly affect the accuracy of the learning diagnosis results. For example, in the same test sheet, if there are different <test item, concept> weightings given by Expert A and Expert B, the learning diagnosis results provided by Expert A are PATH1: \( C_3(0.35) \rightarrow C_5(0.6) \) and PATH2: \( C_5(0.6) \), while those results given by Expert B are PATH1: \( C_3(0.35) \rightarrow C_5(0.6) \) and PATH2: \( C_4(0.4) \rightarrow C_5(0.6) \). That is, those inaccurate or controversial weightings will affect the learning diagnosis results for a student. Therefore, it is important and challenging to find a method to check and integrate the weights given by multiple experts. This could be a means of decreasing inconsistencies in the weighting criteria.

### 3. A multi-expert approach for determining test item-concept relationships

Researchers have emphasized the importance of the collaboration of teachers in educating students (Blanton, Griffin, Winn, & Pugach, 1997; Nevin, Thousand, & Villa, 2007; Villa, Thousand, & Nevin, 2008). Nevin, Thousand, and Villa (2009) further argued that educators or teachers should interact with one another to share decision making, communication, and planning. It was found that teachers usually had their own experiences and would carefully propose and discuss their perspectives when collaborating with others; therefore, more effective outcomes could be attained. Moreover, researchers have shown that the idea of collaborative teaching plays important role not only in traditional teaching but also in computer-based learning; for example, the study presented by Hwang (2002) has demonstrated the benefits of collaboration of teachers in developing a computer-based tutoring environment.

In developing a diagnostic model for detecting the learning problems of students, it is difficult for a teacher to address all of the relationships between the test items and the concepts. From the educational perspective, the collaboration of teachers in determining such relationships could be an effective way to cope with this problem (Nevin et al., 2009). Consequently, it becomes an interesting and challenging issue to construct a set of rules to integrate the opinions of teachers. In this study, an expert system approach is employed to determine the weightings for each test item to the specified concepts by integrating the opinions of multiple experts.

Expert systems are defined as intelligent systems constructed by obtaining knowledge from human experts and coding it into a form that a computer may apply to similar problems (Hwang et al., 2009; Luger, 2005). Expert knowledge is a combination of a theoretical understanding of the problem and a collection of heuristic problem-solving rules that experience has shown to be effective in the domain (Hwang et al., 2007).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>( C_1 )</th>
<th>( C_2 )</th>
<th>( C_3 )</th>
<th>( C_4 )</th>
<th>( C_5 )</th>
<th>( C_6 )</th>
<th>( C_7 )</th>
<th>( C_8 )</th>
<th>( C_9 )</th>
<th>( C_{10} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test item ( Q_i )</td>
<td>( Q_1 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_2 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_3 )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_4 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_5 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_6 )</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_7 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_8 )</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_9 )</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{10} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{11} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{12} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the past decades, expert systems have been applied to not only many problem-solving applications, such as decision making, designing, planning, monitoring, diagnosing, and training activities (Chu & Hwang, 2008; Hwang et al., 2006; Liebowitz, 1997; Mahamun, Fassam, Sideridis, & Yialouris, 2003; Zhou, Jiang, Yang, & Chen, 2002), but also to enhancing the learning process and improving the basic skills of students (Karako, 1990; Stankov, Rosic, Zitko, & Grubišić, 2008). Therefore, an expert system, the Knowledge Elicitation and Integration System for Determining the Weights of Concepts (KEISC), is developed accordingly. In KEISC, a multi-expert weight-presetting procedure (as shown in Fig. 2) is employed to elicit and integrate <test item, concept> relationships given by multiple experts. There are three phases of a multi-expert weight-presetting procedure, as follows: (1) the Elicitation of the weightings from the individual expert, (2) the Integration of the corresponding weightings, and (3) the Development testing and diagnostic system. In the following subsections, we shall introduce each phase of this procedure in detail.

Without loss of generality, in the following discussions, an integer value ranging from 0 to 5 (maximum-weighting) is used to denote “no relationship”, “very weak”, “weak”, “average”, “strong”, and “very strong” relationships, respectively. In addition, the weighting for test item $Q_i$ to concept $C_j$ is represented as Weighting ($Q_i, C_j$), and the confidence degree for giving the weighting is represented as Certainty ($Q_i, C_j$). The values of Certainty ($Q_i, C_j$) could be either “S” or “N”, where “S” represents “Sure” for giving the weighting, while “N” means “Not sure”. Assume that $n$ experts participate in the <test item, concept> determination process, the weighting given by Expert $E_i$ for test item $Q_i$ to concept $C_j$ is represented as Weighting ($E_i, Q_i, C_j$), and the confidence degree for Expert $E_i$ to give that value is represented as Certainty ($E_i, Q_i, C_j$). Furthermore, for convenience’s sake, “X” is used to represent “no relationship”. For example, if Expert A has determined that the weighting value for test item $Q_i$ to concept $C_j$ is an integer between 2 and 5 with high confidence, the relationship between the weighting and certainty values given by this expert can be represented as Weighting ($E_A, Q_i, C_j$) = 4 and Certainty ($E_A, Q_i, C_j$) = S. After integrating the Weighting ($E_i, Q_i, C_j$) values given by the experts, the corresponding TIRT ($Q_i, C_j$) value can be obtained via the formula $TIRT (Q_i, C_j) = \text{Weighting} (Q_i, C_j) / \text{maximum-weighting}.

3.1. Eliciting <test item, concept> weightings from individual experts

This phase is invoked to elicit the <test item, concept> relationships of the test sheet from individual experts (experienced teachers). In this phase, each expert is asked to provide the weightings between the test item and the concept. Assume that the test sheet, which covers 4 experts, is employed to elicit and integrate <test item, concept> relationships given by multiple experts. The corresponding TIRT ($Q_i, C_j$) value can be obtained via the formula $TIRT (Q_i, C_j) = \text{Weighting} (Q_i, C_j) / \text{maximum-weighting}.

3.2. Integrating corresponding weightings from multiple experts

In developing an expert system, one of the most difficult tasks is to gather domain knowledge from multiple experts. To cope with this problem, in this study, a set of rules in a knowledge base is defined to check and integrate the corresponding <test item, concept> relationships given by multiple experts. While interpreting these rules, we shall call the values that are less than 3 the “weak side”, and those that are greater than 3 the “strong side”. In addition, the value 3 is treated as being on both sides. There are four conditions for integrating the corresponding <test item, concept> relationships given by multiple experts as follows: (1) Integration rules for the same value with different degrees of confidence, (2) Integration rules for the values on the same side with different degrees of confidence, (3) Integration rules for the values with “X”, and (4) Integration rules for the values on different sides. Hence, we shall introduce each condition of integrating corresponding <test item, concept> relationships in detail as follows:

- **Integration rules for the same value with different confidence degrees**
  
  **Rule 1:**
  
  If $\forall i, (\text{Weighting} (E_i, Q_i, C_j) = v)$ and $\exists p, \exists q, \exists r, \exists s$ and $p < q < r < s$
  
  Then $\text{Weighting} (Q_i, C_j) = v$ and $\text{Certainty} (Q_i, C_j) = S$

  Rule 1 is used to handle the case that all of the experts have assigned the same value with different confidence degrees. In this case, it can be seen that these experts have an agreement on the weighting, and most of them show high confidence in making the decision. Therefore, $v$ is adopted as the integrated weighting and the confidence degree is set to “S”. Table 3 shows an illustrative example of integrating the opinions of five experts with this rule. By assuming that the test item is “Solve the Eq. (2) $x + 4 = 6$” and the experts are asked to provide the weighting value for describing the relationship between the test item and concept $C_1$ “Linear Equation with two variables”. In this
Illustrative example of integrating the opinions of all of the experts, all of the experts have assigned “X” (no relationship) for relationship between the test item and the concept C1, while three of them (E5, E9, and E10) have high confidence and two of them (E3 and E4) have low confidence to represent the same relationship; therefore, the integrated weighting is “X” (no relationship) with confidence degree “S” (Sure). Another rule that is similar to this rule, but with most of the experts showing non-confidence in making their decision, is given as follows:

Rule 2:

\[ \text{If } \forall i, (\text{Weighting}(E_i, Q_j, C_k) = v) \text{ and } \exists p, \exists q, \text{ Certainty}(E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "S" \text{ or } \exists q, \exists \text{ Certainty}(E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "N" \text{ and } (\# \text{ of } E_p) \leq (\# \text{ of } E_q) \text{ where } 1 \leq i, p, q \leq n \]

\[ \text{Then Weighting } (Q_j, C_k) = v \text{ and Certainty } (Q_j, C_k) = "N" \]

Integration rules for the values on the same side with different confidence degrees

Rule 3:

\[ \text{If } \forall i, (\text{Weighting}(E_i, Q_j, C_k) \leq 3) \text{ and } \exists p, \exists q, \text{ Certainty}(E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "S" \text{ or } \exists q, \exists \text{ Certainty}(E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "N" \text{ and } (\# \text{ of } E_p) > (\# \text{ of } E_q) \text{ where } 1 \leq i, p, q \leq n \]

\[ \text{Then Weighting } (Q_j, C_k) = \text{ MIN}_{1,i} \left( \text{Weighting } (E_i, Q_j, C_k) \right) \text{ and Certainty } (Q_j, C_k) = "S" \]

Rule 3 is used to handle the case that all of the experts have assigned weak side values with different confidence degrees. In this case, it can be seen that the experts have an agreement on the weak side weighting, and most of them show high confidence in making the decision. Therefore, the smaller weighting with higher confidence is adopted as the integrated weighting, and the confidence degree is set to “S.”

Table 3 shows an illustrative example of integrating the opinions of five experts with this rule. By assuming that the test item is “Solve the equation $2x + 4 = 6$, and the experts are asked to provide the weighting value for describing the relationship between the test item and concept $C_2$ “Equation”. In this illustrative example, all of the experts have assigned the weak side value, while three of them (E1, E3, and E5) have confidence and two of them (E2 and E4) have low confidence to represent the same relationship; therefore, the integrated weighting is 1 by finding the minimum of values 1, 1, and 2, and the integrated confidence degree is “S” (Sure). Other rules that are similar to this rule are given as follows:

Table 2
Illustrative example of the relationships provided by a single expert.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Qj Ck</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
<th>Q6</th>
<th>Q7</th>
<th>Q8</th>
<th>Q9</th>
<th>Q10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>X5</td>
<td>X3</td>
<td>X5</td>
<td>1, N</td>
<td>X5</td>
<td>X5</td>
<td>5, N</td>
<td>5, S</td>
<td>5, S</td>
<td>1, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>XN</td>
<td>1, N</td>
<td>X5</td>
<td>X5</td>
<td>3, S</td>
<td>3, N</td>
<td>X5</td>
<td>X5</td>
<td>2, S</td>
<td>2, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>5, S</td>
<td>4, S</td>
<td>2, S</td>
<td>5, S</td>
<td>5, S</td>
<td>X5</td>
<td>2, S</td>
<td>2, S</td>
<td>X5</td>
<td>X5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>3, S</td>
<td>XN</td>
<td>5, S</td>
<td>X5</td>
<td>X5</td>
<td>4, S</td>
<td>1, S</td>
<td>XN</td>
<td>2, S</td>
<td>3, S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Illustrative example of integrating the opinions of five experts in a set of rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule 1</th>
<th>Ei</th>
<th>E1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>E3</th>
<th>E4</th>
<th>E5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weighting (Ei, Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>X and S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certainty (Ei, Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>S and S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule 3</th>
<th>Ei</th>
<th>E1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>E3</th>
<th>E4</th>
<th>E5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weighting (Ei, Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>1 and 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certainty (Ei, Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>S and N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighting (Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>MIN(1, 1, 2) – 1 and S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule 5</th>
<th>Ei</th>
<th>E1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>E3</th>
<th>E4</th>
<th>E5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weighting (Ei, Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>X and S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certainty (Ei, Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>S and N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighting (Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>Ask the experts to check and reconsider their weightings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule 7a</th>
<th>Ei</th>
<th>E1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>E3</th>
<th>E4</th>
<th>E5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weighting (Ei, Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>N and S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certainty (Ei, Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>N and N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighting (Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>MIN(3, 1, 2) – 1 and S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule 10a</th>
<th>Ei</th>
<th>E1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>E3</th>
<th>E4</th>
<th>E5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weighting (Ei, Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>3 and X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certainty (Ei, Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>N and N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighting (Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>MIN(3, 1, 2) – 1 and N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule 13</th>
<th>Ei</th>
<th>E1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>E3</th>
<th>E4</th>
<th>E5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weighting (Ei, Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>2 and 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certainty (Ei, Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>N and S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighting (Qj, Ck)</td>
<td>MAX(5, 5, 4) – 5 and S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rule 4:
\[
\text{If } \forall i, (\text{Weighting } (E_i, Q_j, C_k) \leq 3) \text{ and } \exists p, \exists q, \exists (\text{Certainty } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "S" \text{ or } \exists q, \exists (\text{Certainty } (E_q, Q_p, C_k) = "N" \text{ and } (\# of } E_p) \leq (\# of } E_q) , \text{ where } 1 \leq i, p, q \leq n
\]
\[
\text{Then Weighting } (Q_i, C_k) = \text{MIN } i, i = p (\text{Weighting } (E_i, Q_j, C_k)) \text{ and Certainty } (Q_i, C_k) = "N"
\]

Rule 5:
\[
\text{If } \forall i, (\text{Weighting } (E_i, Q_j, C_k) \geq 3) \text{ and } \exists p, \exists q, \exists (\text{Certainty } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "S" \text{ or } \exists q, \exists (\text{Certainty } (E_q, Q_p, C_k) = "N" \text{ and } (\# of } E_p) > (\# of } E_q) , \text{ where } 1 \leq i, p, q \leq n
\]
\[
\text{Then Weighting } (Q_i, C_k) = \text{MIN } i, i = p (\text{Weighting } (E_i, Q_j, C_k)) \text{ and Certainty } (Q_i, C_k) = "S"
\]

Rule 6:
\[
\text{If } \forall i, (\text{Weighting } (E_i, Q_j, C_k) \geq 3) \text{ and } \exists p, \exists q, \exists (\text{Certainty } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "S" \text{ or } \exists q, \exists (\text{Certainty } (E_q, Q_p, C_k) = "N" \text{ and } (\# of } E_p) \leq (\# of } E_q) , \text{ where } 1 \leq i, p, q \leq n
\]
\[
\text{Then Weighting } (Q_i, C_k) = \text{MIN } i, i = p (\text{Weighting } (E_i, Q_j, C_k)) \text{ and Certainty } (Q_i, C_k) = "N"
\]

Integration rules for the values with "X"

Rule 7:
\[
\text{If } \exists p, \exists q, (\text{Weighting } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "X" \text{ and Certainty } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "S") \text{ and } \exists q, \exists (1 \leq \text{Weighting } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) \leq 5 \text{ and Certainty } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "S") , \text{ where } 1 \leq p, q \leq n
\]
\[
\text{Then Ask the experts to check and reconsider their ratings}
\]

Rule 8a:
\[
\text{If } \exists p, \exists q, (\text{Weighting } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "X" \text{ and Certainty } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "N") \text{ and } \exists q, \exists (1 \leq \text{Weighting } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) \leq 3 \text{ and Certainty } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "S") , \text{ where } 1 \leq p, q \leq n
\]
\[
\text{Then Weighting } (Q_i, C_k) = \text{MIN } i, i = p (\text{Weighting } (E_i, Q_j, C_k)) \text{ and Certainty } (Q_i, C_k) = "S"
\]

Rule 8b:
\[
\text{If } \exists p, \exists q, (\text{Weighting } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "X" \text{ and Certainty } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "S") \text{ and } \exists q, \exists (3 \leq \text{Weighting } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) \leq 5 \text{ and Certainty } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "S") , \text{ where } 1 \leq p, q \leq n
\]
\[
\text{Then Weighting } (Q_i, C_k) = \text{MIN } i, i = p (\text{Weighting } (E_i, Q_j, C_k)) \text{ and Certainty } (Q_i, C_k) = "S"
\]

Rule 9a:
\[
\text{If } \exists p, \exists q, (\text{Weighting } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "X" \text{ and Certainty } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "N") \text{ and } \exists q, \exists (1 \leq \text{Weighting } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) \leq 3 \text{ and Certainty } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "N") , \text{ where } 1 \leq p, q \leq n
\]
\[
\text{Then Weighting } (Q_i, C_k) = "X" \text{ and Certainty } (Q_i, C_k) = "N"
\]

Rule 9b:
\[
\text{If } \exists p, \exists q, (\text{Weighting } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "X" \text{ and Certainty } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "S") \text{ and } \exists q, \exists (3 \leq \text{Weighting } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) \leq 5 \text{ and Certainty } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "N") , \text{ where } 1 \leq p, q \leq n
\]
\[
\text{Then Weighting } (Q_i, C_k) = "X" \text{ and Certainty } (Q_i, C_k) = "N"
\]

Integration rules for the values on different sides

Rule 10a:
\[
\text{If } \exists p, \exists q, (\text{Weighting } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "X" \text{ and Certainty } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "N") \text{ and } \exists q, \exists (1 \leq \text{Weighting } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) \leq 3 \text{ and Certainty } (E_p, Q_j, C_k) = "N") , \text{ where } 1 \leq p, q \leq n
\]
\[
\text{Then Weighting } (Q_i, C_k) = \text{MIN } i, i = p (\text{Weighting } (E_i, Q_j, C_k)) \text{ and Certainty } (Q_i, C_k) = "N"
\]
Rule 10a is used to handle the case that some experts assign “X” (no relationship) with less confidence, while others assign the weak side values with less confidence. In this case, it can be seen that these experts have different opinions on determining the weighting; moreover, they have no confidence in making the decision. Therefore, the smaller weighting is adopted as the integrated weighting, and the confidence degree is set to “N”. Table 3 shows an illustrative example of this rule. Assume that two experts (E2 and E3) have assigned “X” with non-confidence, and three experts (E1, E2, and E3) have assigned an integer on the weak side value to represent the same relationship with non-confidence; therefore, the integrated weighting is equal to 1 by finding the minimum of values 3, 1 and 2, and the integrated confidence degree is “N” (Not Sure). Another rule that is similar to this rule is given as follows:

Rule 10b:

\[
\text{If } \exists p, \exists q, \exists r \text{ (Weighting (E_p, Q_i, C_k) = “X” and Certainty (E_p, Q_i, C_k) = “N”) and } \exists q, \exists r, \exists s \text{ (3 ≤ Weighting (E_q, Q_i, C_k) ≤ 5 and Certainty (E_q, Q_i, C_k) = “N”) and } -\exists r, \exists t \text{ (Certainty (E_t, Q_i, C_k) = “S” where } 1 \leq p, q, r, s \leq n
\]

Then Weighting (Q_i, C_k) = MIN \[p \] (Weighting (E_p, Q_i, C_k)) and Certainty (Q_i, C_k) = “N”

Rule 11:

\[
\text{If } \exists q, \exists r \text{ (Weighting (E_q, Q_i, C_k) < 3 and Certainty (E_q, Q_i, C_k) = “S” and } \exists q, \exists r \text{ (Weighting (E_q, Q_i, C_k) > 3 and Certainty (E_q, Q_i, C_k) = “S”, where } 1 \leq p, q \leq n
\]

Then Ask the experts to check and reconsider their ratings

Rule 11 handles the case that some experts assign an integer that is less than 3 with high confidence, while some confidently assign an integer that is greater than 3 to express the same <test item, concept> relationship. In this case, it can be seen that these experts have different opinions on determining the weighting; moreover, they show high confidence in making the decision. Therefore, the system will return to ask the experts to check and reconsider their ratings. Another rule that is similar to this rule is given as follows:

Rule 12:

\[
\text{If } \exists q, \exists r \text{ (Weighting (E_q, Q_i, C_k) < 3 and Certainty (E_q, Q_i, C_k) = “N” and } \exists q, \exists r \text{ (Weighting (E_q, Q_i, C_k) > 3) and Certainty (E_q, Q_i, C_k) = “N” where } 1 \leq p, q \leq n
\]

Then Ask the experts to check and reconsider their ratings

Rule 13:

\[
\text{If } -\exists q, \exists r \text{ (Weighting (E_q, Q_i, C_k) = “X” and } \exists q, \exists r \text{ (Weighting (E_q, Q_i, C_k) < 3 and Certainty (E_q, Q_i, C_k) = “N” and } \exists r, \exists s \text{ (Weighting (E_r, Q_i, C_k) > 3 and Certainty (E_r, Q_i, C_k) = “S” where } 1 \leq p, q, r \leq n
\]

Then Weighting (Q_i, C_k) = MIN \[p \] (Weighting (E_q, Q_i, C_k) and Certainty (Q_i, C_k) = “S”)

Rule 13 handles the case that some experts assign an integer that is less than 3 with non-confidence, while some confidently assign an integer that is greater than 3 to express the same <test item, concept> relationship with high confidence. In this case, it can be seen that these experts have different opinions on determining the weighting; moreover, they show different confidence in making the decision. Therefore, the larger weighting with higher confidence is adopted as the integrated weighting, and the confidence degree is set to “S”. Table 3 shows an illustrative example of this rule, where two experts (E1 and E4) have assigned weights that are less than 3 with non-confidence, and three experts (E2, E3, and E5) have assigned values that are greater than 3 to represent the same relationship with high confidence; therefore, the integrated weighting is equal to 5 by finding the maximum of values 5, 3, and 4, and the integrated confidence degree is “S” (Sure). Another rule that is similar to this rule is given as follows:

Rule 14:

\[
\text{If } -\exists p, \exists q, \exists r \text{ (Weighting (E_p, Q_i, C_k) = “X” and } \exists q, \exists r \text{ (Weighting (E_q, Q_i, C_k) ≤ 3 and Certainty (E_q, Q_i, C_k) = “S” and } \exists r, \exists s \text{ (Weighting (E_r, Q_i, C_k) ≥ 3 and Certainty (E_r, Q_i, C_k) = “N” where } 1 \leq p, q, r \leq n
\]

Then Weighting (Q_i, C_k) = MIN \[p \] (Weighting (E_q, Q_i, C_k)) and Certainty (Q_i, C_k) = “S”

The integration <test item, concept> weights from the multiple expert phase is repeatedly conducted until no further checking and considering weighting information is needed.

3.3. Developing testing and diagnostic system

The integrated <test item, concept> weightings from multiple experts are used to diagnose student learning problems by developing a testing and diagnostic system. A diagnostic learning method is used to diagnose learning problems for students according to their own test answers. The personalized learning guidance was then provided to each student.

4. System development

Based on our novel approach, a testing and diagnostic system has been implemented using the C# .NET programming language. The structure of the system is depicted in Fig. 3.

In the expert system, KEISC, a weighting value interface is provided to allow teachers to elicit the <item, concept> relationships (Fig. 4). Without loss of generality, we have selected one of the most popular expert system shells, the C language integrated production system (CLIPS), as the target rule format.

After all of the experts determine the <test item, concept> weightings for some specific application domains, KEISC integrates the weightings elicited from individual experts. If there are some conflicts occurring after integration, KEISC will require all experts to check and
reconsider their <test item, concept> weightings and certainty values as shown in Fig. 5. KEISC is repeatedly conducted until no further checking and considering of the <test item, concept> weighting information is needed. The integrated <test item, concept> weightings from KEISC have been used as one of the inputs into the Testing and Diagnostic Learning Problem (TDLP).

In TDLP, a learning diagnosis method is then used to detect student learning problems. The students are requested to log on to their computers. The testing system will generate a test sheet for the students according to the concepts specified by the teacher. After the
students submit their answers, the system will analyze the answers and provide personalized learning guidance based on the concept-effect relationships. Fig. 6 shows an illustrative example of learning guidance as well as a summarized test report for a student. Moreover, those data are used to arrange homework for each student to improve their learning achievements.

5. Evaluation and analysis

To find out if the innovative approach would be helpful in achieving learning achievement, system evaluation and analysis need to be conducted.

5.1. Experiment design

To evaluate the performance of this innovative approach, an experiment has been conducted. Three experienced teachers, each with 15 years experience teaching mathematics courses, served as the domain experts. A total of 113 students at a junior high school in Thailand, including fifty-four females and fifty-nine males with an average age of 15, participated in the computer-based mathematics course on the topic “System of Linear Equations”. These students were divided into four groups (i.e., Control Group 1, Control Group 2, Control Group 3, and Experimental Group 1) to compare the performance of the innovative approach and the original CER model.

1. Control group CG1: In this group, 31 students received learning suggestions from the CER model with the $<\text{test item, concept}>$ weightings given by domain expert#1.
2. Control group CG2: In this group, 31 students received learning suggestions from the CER model with the $<\text{test item, concept}>$ weightings given by domain expert#2.
3. Control group CG3: In this group, 25 students received learning suggestions from the CER model with the $<\text{test item, concept}>$ weightings given by domain expert#3.
4. Experimental group E1: In this group, 26 students received learning guidance from the enhanced learning diagnosis model that integrated $<\text{test item, concept}>$ weightings from multiple experts.

All of the students took a pre-test, three self-assessments, and a post-test. Firstly, the students took a pre-test to evaluate whether they had equivalent mathematical background knowledge prior to taking the course. According to the pre-test answers, the students in the
control groups (i.e., CG1, CG2, and CG3) received the learning suggestions from the original CER model and relevant homework, while those in the experimental group (i.e., E1) received the learning guidance generated by applying our innovative approach, and relevant homework. The experiment was conducted in August, 2009. The entire learning activity lasted four weeks, during which the students took three tests. The test results were analyzed by applying the learning diagnostic system for generating learning guidance and assigning corresponding homework to individual students. After finishing the learning activity, all of the students took a post-test. In the following, the statistical tests are employed to test the difference statistically among all participating groups.

5.2. Analysis of pre-test

The pre-test aimed to ensure that all groups of students had the equivalent mathematics knowledge required for taking the System of Linear Equations course. The test sheet of the pre-test consisted of 30 multiple-choice test items concerning the basic knowledge related to the study of the system of linear equations. Each item was scored one point. The KR-20 reliability of the pre-test was 0.86. The item difficulty index was around 0.3 – 0.7 with an average difficulty degree of 0.49, which was close to the optimum value 0.5. The item discrimination index of most items was greater than 0.3, implying that the items did discriminate usefully (Doran, 1980).

Prior to the ANOVA test, the Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances was applied to examine whether variances across samples were equal. The result of this test was not significant ($p = .342 > .05$), which suggests that the difference between the variances for all groups was not significant. Therefore, ANOVA was performed. The results of analyzing the pre-test showed that the average pre-test scores of the four participating groups were equal ($F(3, 109) = .925, p = .431 > .05$). These results indicate that there was no statistically significant difference between the mean scores for the groups. Consequently, we concluded that the four groups of students had an equivalent level of knowledge prior to taking the System of Linear Equations course.

5.3. Analysis of learning achievement

The post-test was conducted to compare the linear equations knowledge between the four groups of students after receiving the learning suggestions. In the post-test, the KR-20 reliability was 0.84. The item difficulty index was around 0.3 to 0.7, with an average difficulty degree of 0.48, which was close to the optimum value of 0.5. The item discrimination index of most items was greater than 0.3, implying that the items did discriminate usefully (Doran, 1980).

First, the Levene’s test for equality of variances was not significant ($p = .342 > .05$), which indicates that the variances for all groups were assumed to be equal. A one-way ANOVA was conducted, revealing that there was significant difference in the post-test scores of the four groups of participating students, $F(3, 109) = 42.783, p = .000 < .05$; at least one contrast was significantly different. The Scheffe test was used to make post hoc comparisons to demonstrate where we can find out the statistically significant difference between the four groups of participating students. Table 4 shows the significance level for these multiple comparisons, taking into account that the significance level for the mean difference is $p < .05$, which has been marked with an asterisk "."
Table 4
Means, standard deviations, and One-Way Analyses of Variance (ANOVA) summary table for the post-test results of the four groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
<th>Average score</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>p(3, 109)</th>
<th>Post hoc test (Scheffe)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24.96</td>
<td>3.584</td>
<td>42.783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>CG1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16.39</td>
<td>3.774</td>
<td>(a) &gt; (b)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>CG2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16.26</td>
<td>2.792</td>
<td>(a) &gt; (c)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>CG3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17.72</td>
<td>2.880</td>
<td>(a) &gt; (d)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05.

(a) Experimental group E1: the enhanced learning diagnosis model's suggestions given by multiple experts (b) Control group CG1: CER model's suggestions given by domain expert#1; (c) Control group CG2: CER model's suggestions given by domain expert#2; (d) Control group CG3: CER model's suggestions given by domain expert#3.

From this table, it is clear that there are significant differences between Control group CG1 and Experimental group E1, between Control group CG2 and Experimental group E1, and Control group CG3 and Experimental group E1. Consequently, these results indicate that the students in experimental group (E1) achieved significantly better performance than those in the three control groups after implementing the innovative approach, at the confidence interval of 95%.

Although our innovative approach is able to achieve significantly better achievement than the original CER model, for the same concept, the learning suggestions provided by the single-experts differed from those given by the multiple experts. Therefore, another analysis was made to compare the learning improvement of the students in the four groups (i.e., CG1, CG2, CG3, and E1). Table 5 shows the t-test results of the learning improvement for these groups by analyzing the pre- and post-test results. The results of learning improvement (post-test vs. pre-test) were not significant among the control group students (i.e., CG1: t = 0.090, p > .05; CG2: t = 1.374, p > .05; CG3: t = −0.799, p > .05). It is clear that the students in the three control groups (i.e., CG1, CG2, and CG3) did not improve their learning performance after using the learning suggestions from the original CER model. In contrast, in the experimental group (i.e., E1), the analysis of the pre- and post-test results suggests that there was significant difference between the pre- and post-test mean scores (t = −6.376, p < .05). Obviously, the students in the experimental group improved their learning achievement significantly after using the diagnosis learning results from our innovative approach.

From the analysis of the experimental data, two observations can be derived:

1. From the post-test results, the enhanced learning diagnosis model's suggestions given by multiple experts can improve the learning achievement of students in comparison with the CER model's suggestions given by a single expert.

2. From a comparison of the pre-test and post-test results, it can be seen that only those students who received the learning suggestions from our innovative approach significantly improved their learning achievement.

To sum up, we conclude that our innovative approach is particularly helpful to students in enhancing their learning achievement. There is an important reason for the improvement in the learning achievement of the students after implementing our innovative approach. That is, if there are some conflicts occurring after integrating <test item, concept> weightings when using the multi-expert systems, the system requires all experts to check and reconsider their weightings and certainty values. This implies that inconsistent weightings are rejected and more consistent weightings are determined for the system. This also minimizes inconsistent weighting by each expert. Therefore, there are high quality weightings associated with the multi-expert system resulting in more accurate learning suggestions being provided to the students in the experimental group than those in the three control groups. For this reason, the students who received the learning guidance given by our innovative approach improved their learning achievement in comparison with those who received the learning suggestions from the original CER model.

6. Conclusions and discussions

This study proposes a multi-expert approach for eliciting and integrating the weightings of test item-concept relationships from multiple experts. A testing and diagnostic system has been implemented and an experiment has been conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. In the following subsections, detailed discussions are given to explain how this research contributes to the field of computers and education and how this study innovates and extends the current literature. Moreover, the matters to be noted, the step-by-step procedure to be followed and the limitations of using the approach are given to instructors and practitioners who want to apply the proposed approach.

Table 5
t-Test results of learning improvement for the four groups of students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>18.31</td>
<td>4.155</td>
<td>−6.376*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24.96</td>
<td>3.594</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG1</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16.48</td>
<td>4.523</td>
<td>0.900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16.39</td>
<td>3.774</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG2</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>17.29</td>
<td>4.368</td>
<td>1.374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16.26</td>
<td>2.792</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG3</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17.12</td>
<td>3.270</td>
<td>−0.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17.72</td>
<td>2.880</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05.
6.1. Contribution of the proposed approach to educational technology areas

To improve the learning achievement of students, it is important to diagnose the learning problems and provide learning suggestions for individual students. In the past decade, several studies have been conducted for diagnosing student learning problems and providing appropriate learning guidance for individual students. Among the existing models, the CER model (Hwang, 2003a) has been widely adopted by researchers for detecting the learning barriers of students and improving their learning achievements in several fields, including Natural Science, Mathematics, Physics, Electronic Engineering, and Health (Chu, Hwang, Tseng, & Hwang, 2006; Hwang et al., 2007; Jong et al., 2004; Tseng et al., 2007).

Nevertheless, although the CER model seems to be effective in several applications, past experiences of using this model have also revealed a drawback (Hwang, Tseng et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009); that is, individual teachers might provide some imprecise <test item, concept> relationships owing to ignorance or subjectivity; moreover, researchers have indicated that domain experts with different experiences could have different expertise or understanding of each portion of the knowledge; therefore, the cooperation of several experts (experienced teachers) has been suggested (Chu & Hwang, 2008; Huang & Shimizu, 2006; Hwang et al., 2006; Léger & Naud, 2009; Medsker et al., 1995; Mittal & Dym, 1985). Yang and Chan (2008) further indicated that a multi-expert approach is an effective way to recognize and reject incorrect solutions and suggestions to a higher degree than a single-expert approach.

However, so far little research has been devoted to investigating this important and challenging issue, that is, the cooperation of multiple experts for obtaining more accurate ratings to describe the relevance between the test items and the concepts to be assessed.

The major contribution of this study is to propose a multi-expert approach to elicit and integrate <test item, concept> relationships from multiple experts, such that more accurate learning guidance or suggestions can be provided to individual students. The performance of this innovative approach has been compared with that of the existing model by conducting an experiment on a Mathematics course in a junior high school. From the cooperation of three experienced teachers and the test results of 113 junior high school students, it is found that the proposed approach is able to provide more effective learning guidance to the students; that is, the students who follow the proposed approach are able to achieve significantly better performance than those who received the suggestions given by the previously proposed model. Therefore, we conclude that the proposed approach can cope with the key barrier of diagnosing student learning problems. Such a contribution not only plays an important role in enhancing the learning performance of students, but also provides valuable references for researchers who are devoted to the study of models of learning diagnosis (Hwang et al., 2003; Jong et al., 2004) or the development of testing and diagnostic systems (Chen & Bai, 2009; Chu et al., 2006; Drew, Thorpe, & Bannisher, 2000; Hwang, 2007; Lee et al., 2009).

6.2. Guidelines for researchers and practitioners to apply the proposed approach

The proposed approach can be applied to most computer-based courses, such as Natural Science, Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics, which contain explicit <test item, concept> relationships and concept-effect relationships. When applying this approach, it is suggested that three to seven experienced teachers be invited to participate in the determination of those <test item, concept> relationships and the concept-effect relationships (Chu & Hwang, 2008; Huang & Shimizu, 2006; Léger & Naud, 2009).

In developing learning diagnosis systems with this model, several functions need to be taken into consideration:

1. A <test item, concept> management unit that can assist the researchers to elicit and manage <test item, concept> relationships from the teachers and integrate their opinions. It is important to know that most teachers might have difficulty in realizing the physical meanings of the ratings; therefore, it would be better to show the relationships with a description like “highly relevant” or “irrelevant” instead of a rating value like “5” or “2” when designing the user interface.

2. A graphical concept-effect relationship function that allows teachers to develop the concept-effect relationships via discussing and drawing the graph cooperatively.

3. A teacher interface that allows individual teachers to log in, define thresholds for analyzing the learning problems of the students in their classes, and initiate the learning diagnosis procedure.

4. A testing unit that allows students to log in to receive tests online.

5. A test result importing unit that allows the teachers to upload the test results for analysis if the tests are conducted via the traditional paper-and-pencil approach.

6. A learning diagnosis unit that analyzes the students learning problems based on the integrated <test item, concept> relationships and the CER model. The learning guidance generated by the system can be browsed online through the teacher accounts or the student accounts. The students are only allowed to browse their own learning diagnosis results, while the teachers can browse the information for all of the students in their classes. The diagnosis results can also be downloaded and printed out.

In addition, to introduce the proposed approach into the classroom, a step-by-step lead-in procedure is given as follows:

Step 1: Explain the meanings of concepts, <test item, concept> relationship and concept-effect relationship to the teachers by showing some examples. This step will take 30–60 min.

Step 2: Show the learning diagnosis system to the teachers. Usually it takes 20–30 min to demonstrate the functions of the system.

Step 3: Guide the teachers to determine the concepts (or learning objectives) involved in the target subject unit (the scope for conducting the learning diagnosis experiment). Usually the text books have a guideline that shows all of the concepts or learning objectives. This step can be carried out online or offline, depending on the practical needs.

Step 4: Ask the teachers to provide a set of test items for the target subject unit. Remove the redundant or similar test items upon the permission of the teachers. This step can also be carried out online or offline, depending on the practical needs.

Step 5: Guide the teachers to determine the <test item, concept> relationships. This step is usually done online.

Step 6: Guide the teachers to determine the concept-effect relationships. This step is usually done online using the graphical interface or a video conference.
Step 7: Conduct the online tests or paper-and-pencil tests. For the students who receive paper-and-pencil tests, the test results need to be input and uploaded via the test result importing unit.

Step 8: Analyze the test results and generate the learning guidance for each student. In this step, some supplemental materials can be provided to the students online if there are some available learning systems. Alternatively, the teachers can ask the students to re-study the relevant part in the text book or provide additional homework to individual students based on the learning guidance.

For researchers who would like to compare the students’ learning achievements before and after receiving the learning guidance, an additional post-test is needed. If the objective of the research is to investigate the effectiveness of the treatment given in Step 8, control groups might be needed to compare the performance of the students who receive different treatments in this step.

Furthermore, for those researchers or teachers who have difficulty in implementing their own learning diagnosis systems, the authors are willing to provide accounts of the system, program codes, or technical assistance upon request.

6.3. Limitation of the approach

Although our new approach reveals good performance, it has some limitations in its practical application and now is on the verge of being improved and optimized. For example, the analysis results could be inaccurate owing to correct answers due to "lucky guesses", or incorrect answers due to “carelessness”. To avoid these situations, it is suggested that the teachers design more than one test item for each concept, depending on the available testing time. In addition, a two-tiered test, which employs two-level multiple-choice questions to diagnose students, could be an alternative to cope with this problem (Tsai & Chu, 2002).

Moreover, it would be interesting to know whether the same approach would work, and how well, for other kinds of courses, such as Natural Science, Science and Engineering courses. Consequently, further investigations have been planned to apply this novel approach to online tutoring for different courses.
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